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BIO 5099: Molecular Biology
for Computer Scientists (et al)

Lecture 15:  Some Prokaryotic loose 
ends and the origin of the 
Eukaryotes

http://compbio.uchsc.edu/hunter/bio5099
Larry.Hunter@uchsc.edu

A few more tidbits on Bacteria

Taxis & Chemotaxis
– Sensation, Awareness and Action 

(and the precursors to metazoan signaling systems)
Bacterial sex
– Horizontal transmission of genes (no, not lying down!)

There are no living fossils
– Bacteria are contemporary organisms, not ancient ones.

Taxes

Taxis (plural taxes) is a movement of an entire 
organism in response to stimuli
– Chemotaxis: chemical stimulant (food, oxygen, toxins)
– Phototaxis: light
– Magnetotaxis: magnetic field (direction)

Chemotaxis to sugar Phototaxis Magnetotaxic bug
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Molecular basis of taxis

Organism must
– Sense the direction of the stimuli
– Be able to control the direction of movement
– Set the direction of movement to follow (or avoid) the stimulus

Prokaryotes can do this.  How?
– Receptors sensitive to changes in stimulus
– Cytoplasmic signaling mechanism that transduces information 

from receptor to effector
– The flagellum (motor) and a modest sort of directional control

Sensing proteins 

Methyl-accepting chemotaxis 
proteins (MCPs) are membrane-
bound receptors.  
– There are various kinds of MCP for 

different ligands.
– Part of the receptor is in the periplasm 

(between cell membrane and cell wall), 
part inside the cytoplasm 

• Also has a “transmembrane region”

– Cytoplasmic side has many 
methylatable glutamate residues

Adaptation

An increase in ligand concentration causes chemotactic 
effects for only a few minutes. 
Ligand binding to MCP has two effects:
– Rapidly decreases the activities of two proteins that bind to the 

cytoplasmic receptor (CheA and CheY), which forms the basis 
for the signal to the flagellar “motor”

– If the binding lasts long enough, it will slowly increase the 
likelihood that the MCP will be methylated.  

– MCP can be methylated with as many as 8 methyl groups.

Methylated MCP has less effect on the signal
Unbound receptor is slowly unmethylated
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Dynamic range of response

Cells can adapt to very high 
concentrations of ligand and 
still modulate their response 
based on changes in 
concentration; excellent
dynamic range (5+ orders
of magnitude).
Integration over time via
slow methylation reactions
is mechanism 

The Flagellum

Bacterial flagella are 
simple, but powerful 
motors.
Proton flow drives
motor rotation.
– Same gradient that drives

ATP synthase!
18,000 RPM!
Hook is “universal joint”
allowing rotation

Flagella (2)

Torque  is generated 
at S, M and C rings
L & P rings anchor
flagellum to cell
Structure is 
hollow, and 
assembled from 
the inside out!
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Directional choice for bacteria

Bacterial flagellum can rotate in two directions
– In one direction (counterclockwise), propulsion is in a relatively 

straight line
• But they are so small that they cannot maintain a particular 

direction for long.  They are subject to Brownian motion!
– In the other (clockwise), it causes the

organism to tumble.

If attractant concentration is
going down, tumble more
If attractant concentration is
going up, tumble less.

Signal transduction

Getting the signal from receptor to motor:
Five proteins + phosphate and methyl groups
– CheY interacts with motor.  When phosphorylated, it tends to 

make the motor go into tumble mode
– CheR dephosphorylates CheY, driving it back to run mode.  

CheR also causes methylation of the receptor
– Unbound or methylated receptor activates CheA (through 

CheW). Activated CheA phosphorylates CheY and CheB.
– CheB removes methylation from the receptor.

Phosphorylation and methylation systems have 
different time courses.

Signal transduction pictures

Unbound receptor, active CheA 
phosphorylating CheY, receptor-
demethylating CheB, 
tumbling motor.

Bound receptor, inactive CheA, 
CheZ dephosphorylating CheY, 
receptor-methylating CheR, 
running motor.
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Horizontal transmission and
Bacterial Sex

Bacteria share genes among themselves
– Evolutionary consequences:

• “tree” of life is a complex graph.

– Biotechnology consequences:
• genes may be easily inserted into bacteria, but... 
• engineered genes may cross organisms.

Mechanism is Genetic Recombination
– Recombination exchanges parts of two strands of DNA
– Occurs between viri and bacteria as well as between bacteria 

(and among other organisms, too)

Homologous recombination

When two DNA molecules have identical regions 
(often arising from homology), those regions can be 
the origin of a DNA swap.
Overlapping regions form a
heteroduplex joint
Joining process begins by
creation of a “nick” in the 
sugar backbone of either
of the DNA molecules

Homologous recombination (2)

Homologous recombination happens only among 
sequences that are very similar (>80% identical)
– Even among very similar sequences, DNA repair enzymes can 

prevent certain recombinations (particularly ones that cross 
species lines)

Bacteria often have enzymes that catalyze 
recombination events
– RecA and RecBCD in E. coli
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Other kinds of recombination

Transpositional recombination
– Certain DNA sequences are promiscuous, and can be inserted 

anywhere (almost) in other DNA
– DNA regions that move within a genome are “transposons” 

• Transposons are operons containing DNA splicing enzymes
• common in corn and other plants. 

Site-specific recombination
– Requires similarity between the ends of the to-be-inserted DNA 

and the location in the host DNA where it will be inserted. 
Important in modern biotechnology!

Transpositional Recombination

Not all recombination events have to happen among 
similar sequences.
Transpositional recombination starts by nicking the to-
be-inserted DNA, and then its “loose ends” attack
the host DNA
causing it to
be integrated.
DNA repair
enzymes fill any gaps

Lambda Integrase

Phage Lambda inserts its
DNA into E. coli's 
chromosome by
site-specific recombination.
Integrase enzyme 
recognizes particular
sequence in bacteria
that matches one in
the virus
It then nicks and rejoins 
strands to add new DNA
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Mobile Genetic Elements

Viri, plasmids and transposons are all kinds of genetic 
material that can “jump” between and/or within 
genomes
– Sequences that are repeated many times within a genome may 

be a kind of “fossil” of within-genome gene mobility
Transposable elements can disrupt genomes and move 
elements of the host around as well. 
– Probably played a large role in the history of evolution, which is 

not as tree-like as originally thought...

Bacteria are modern, not ancient

It is tempting to think of bacteria as “living fossils,” 
since they seem to be simple organisms similar to what 
must have existed in early life
This is a serious conceptual error.   Contemporary 
organisms have all been through 4Gy of evolution and 
are all equally modern.
This happens to sophisticated biologists, too.
– Did Eukaryotes gain introns or bacteria lose them? 

Reminders about Eukaryotes

Eukaryotes arose around the time of the oxygenation 
of the atmosphere.
– Time of radical change.  Many pre-oxygen organisms went 

extinct, found anaerobic niches, or developed aerobic 
metabolisms

Nearly all Eukaryotes contain mitochondria or 
chloroplasts. 
– Cellular organelles which segregate energy production (and the 

required proton gradient) from the rest of the cell.
– Mitochondria and chloroplasts are themselves similar in many 

ways to bacteria (e.g. they have their own DNA)
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Mitochondria 

They resemble bacteria in size and shape,  contain 
DNA, make protein, and divide by binary fission.
They are the only place that respiration takes place in 
the Eukaryotic cell
Almost all Eukaryotes without mitochondria (or 
chloroplasts) are obligatory anaerobes
– These Eukaryotes (e.g. microsporidia) split from the rest of the

Eukaryotic tree very long ago.
– Exceptions (like Pelomyxa palustris) has a symbiotic aerobic 

bacterium living in its cytoplasm.

Origin of Eukaryotes

Lynn Margulis proposed the symbiotic origin of 
eukaryotes theory in 1975
– Highly controversial at the time, now widely accepted 

Key idea: 
Organelles 
had free-living 
ancestors.

But horizontal transmission 
makes the picture more complex


